
Tossups by Unknown Team 4 for 1995 Princeton 

1. Warning: Two answers required. "Passions and Reveries," "A Ball," "Scene in the Country," "March to the 
Scaffold," and "A Witches' Sabbath" are the titles of the five movements of one of the most famous program 
symphonies ever. FTP, give both its composer and its best-known title. 

Answer: Hector BERLIOZ, SYMPHONY FANTASTIQUE (accept "Fantastic Symphony") 

2. The Cardinals and Giants in 1983; the Eagles and Lions in 1984; the Broncos and Packers in 1987; the Chiefs and 
Jets in 1988; the Browns and Chiefs in 1989; and nobody else since then. These NFL teams have each played a 
game with, for 10 points, what outcome? 

Answer: A TIE (accept equivalents, if any exist) 

3. In kinetic theory, it represents pressure, but it is better known as the symbol for momentum. For a quick 10 points, 
identify this lower-case letter. 

Answer: p 

4. Protestants recognize only Baptism and Communion; Roman Catholics, however, celebrate seven of these. These 
rites were considered to have been established by Jesus of Nazareth as a channel for grace. For 10 points, what 
word is given to them? 

Answer: SACRAMENTS 

5. Math question: For a quick 10 points subtract the number of combinations of six things taken three at a time from 
the number of permutations of six things. 

Answer: SEVEN HUNDRED (700) [720 minus 20] 

6. Unlike the many gastropods that have coiled shells, they have broad, flattened, asymmetrical shells, the shape of 
which resembles the human ear. For 10 points, identify, this mollusk, commercially valuable for its large, edible foot. 

Answer: ABALONE 

7. "Through the fence, between the curling spaces, I could see them hitting." This is the first line from "April Seventh, 
1928," one of four sections of the novel William Faulkner was most proud of. For 10 points, give the novel's title, 
which comes from a famous speech by Macbeth. 

Answer: The SOUND AND THE FURY 

8. Former Solicitor General Rex Lee is a partner in this Chicago-based law firm, which has taken the State of 
Colorado as a paying client in the litigation surrounding controversial Amendment Two. For 10 points, what firm's job 
interviewers have faced campus protests this fall? 

Answer: SIDLEY AND AUSTIN 

9. Born in Worcester, Massachusetts in 1911, this female poet wrote less than many of her peers. After she won the 
Pulitzer prize in 1956, she lived in Brazil for 16 years. She is best known for "At the Fishhouses," and "The 
Shampoo." For 10 points, name her. 

Answer: Elizabeth BISHOP 

10. One answer is "I think so, Brain, but I mean, me and Pippi Longstocking? What would the children look like?" 
Another is "I think so, Brain, but this time you wear the tutu ." These are Pinky's answers to, for 10 points, what 
specific question asked by Brain in every sketch? 

Answer: ARE YOU PONDERING WHAT I'M PONDERING? (must be EXACT!!) 

11. Born on the March 20th, 43 BC, in Sulmo, this poet was great friends with Tibullus, whom he elegized. His works 
include the "Fasti," a poetical calendar of the Roman year, and the "Epistulae ex Ponto," written from his exile on the 
island ofTomis. For 10 points, identify him, perhaps best known for his "Metamorphoses" and "Ars Amatoria." 

Answer: OVID or PUBLIUS OVIDUS NASO 

12. Life imitates cinema: The last time the Angels and Mariners faced each other for a division title, the television 
crew included Mel Allen, Tim McCarver, Curt Gowdy and Dr. Joyce Brothers. A hypnotized Reggie Jackson tried to 
kill the Queen of England in, for 10 points, what Leslie Nielson movie? 

Answer: The NAKED GUN 

13. After taking full occupation of France during World War II, the Germans proceeded to erect a formidable line of 
artillery, land mines, barbed wire, and other defenses all along the western coast, in preparation for the Allied 
invasion. For 10 points, name this line of defense. 

Answer: The ATLANTIC WALL 



Bonuses by Unknown Team 4 for 1995 Princeton 

1. The title figure is lying bloody in a bathtub, and one can see a fateful note from Charlotte Corday in his hand. For 
15 points apiece, give the title of this artwork and the name of its creator, known as "the painter of the French 
Revolution. " 

Answer: The DEATH OF MARAT by Jacques-Louis DAVID 

2. Identify these two Shakespearean plays from their minor characters for 15 points apiece: 
1. Peaseblossom, Egeus, and Flute Answer: A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM 
2. Sampson, Gregory, and Escalus Answer: ROMEO AND JULIET 

3. Given the British PM, give any year that fell during his term of office for 5 points apiece. 
1. Robert Walpole Answer: 1721-1742 
2. William Pitt the Elder Answer: 1756-1761, 1766-1768 
3. William Pitt the Younger Answer: 1783-1801, 1804-1806 
4. Lord Liverpool Answer: 1812-1827 
5. Harold Macmillan Answer: 1957-1963 

4. From the brief descriptions below, name the Audrey Hepburn movie for 15 points each: 
1. In her first big-screen success, she plays a princess who throws off her royal obligations for a delightfully madcap 
one-day jaunt with a reporter played by Gregory Peck. 

Answer: ROMAN HOLIDAY 
2. Hepburn plays a New York girl-about-town who tries to marry a rich man but ends up falling for the guy living 
upstairs (played by George Peppard). 

Answer: BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S --

5. For 5 points each, given the colony and the year of its founding, name the founder. 
1. Rhode Island, 1636 Answer: Roger WILLIAMS 
2. Georgia, 1732 Answer: James OGLETHORPE 
3. Maryland, 1632 Answer: George CALVERT 
4. Connecticut (Hartford, specifically), 1636 Answer: Thomas HOOKER 

6. Name the disease, 30-20-10. 
30: It is the first genetic disorder elucidated strictly by the process known as reverse genetics or positional cloning. 
20: It is the most common autosomal recessive disease on Caucasians, affecting about 1 in 2500 newborns and 
carried by about 4% of the population. 
10: It is due to mutation in a chloride channel which leads to mucus buildup in the lungs and salty sweat. 

Answer: Cystic Fibrosis .~---------

7. On November 9,1995, in Hanoi, a former U.S. Secretary of Defense met the leading strategist of the North 
Vietnamese. 
1. For 10 points, name the American. Answer: Robert MCNAMARA 
2. For 15 points, name his counterpar:t. Answer: Vo Nguyen GIAP 

8. It's time for an eponymous SI units bonus! Given what they measure, give the SI unit named for a scientist, for 5 
points each, and a 5 point bonus for all correct. 
1) charge 
2) potential difference 
3) inductance 

Answer: COULOMB 
Answer: VOLT 
Answer: HENRY 

4) magnetic flux Answer: WEBER [VAY-behr] 

9. In June 1973 Billie Jean King, then ranked #2 in women's tennis, won an exhibition that drew the largest 
attendance in tennis history. 
1. 5: Name her opponent. 
2. 10: What was the venue? 
3. 15: What Australian, then ranked #1 among women, lost to Riggs earlier that year? 

10. Identify the judge, 30-20-10. 

Answer: BOBBY RIGGS 
Answer: ASTRODOME 
Answer: Margaret COURT 

30: This judge will hear case of the embattled Japanese bank Daiwa, which allegedly covered up $1.1 billion in bond 
trading losses. 
20: In a similar case in 1990, she sentenced Michael Milken to a prison term. 
10: Bill Clinton once nominated her for attorney-general, but her spotlight was very short-lived. 

Answer: KIMBA WOOD 




